
HIGH-IMPACT MOBILE AD FORMATS

TO FIT YOUR CAMPAIGN NEEDS

60-70%

BENCHMARKS

40-60%

From full-screen Interscroller to Unibanner formats, choose from a variety of options to 

ensure your message gets in front of your audience. 

CONTEXTUAL TARGETING 

TO REACH RELEVANT AUDIENCES

Run across a list of premium and vetted sites aligned to various verticals in a particular market, or target a specific vertical to 
be closer to your audience’s interests. Available verticals include; Business & Finance, Entertainment & Sports, 

Automotive, Technology, Beauty & Lifestyle. 

Our team of creative wizards will design a brilliant mobile-first ad experience tailored to your campaign goals. Build 
anticipation before the big sale and push online purchases with our shoppable units.

Our customer success team and campaign managers work tirelessly to ensure brand safety and optimal performance for each 

and every campaign that comes out the door. 

BEST-IN-CLASS CAMPAIGNS THAT DELIVER RESULTS

VIEWABILITY VIDEO COMPLETION RATE

3RD PARTY VERIFICATION PARTNERS

BEAUTY & LIFESTYLE VERTICAL

CREATIVE INSPIRATION TO BUILD EXCITEMENT

AND ACHIEVE YOUR E-COMMERCE GOALS

Interscroller Uniscroller Super Hero Unibanner

SHOPPABLE

Generate e-commerce sales 

with units designed to provide 

a shoppable experience

SWIPE TO LIKE

Explore products by swiping 

left & right with the final choice 

displayed on the end card

AMAZON BASKET

Direct link to the user’s 

amazon basket for a 

seamless purchase journey  

COUNTDOWN

Use a live countdown timer to 

build suspense & excitement 

before the start of the big sale

VERTICAL VIDEO

Best practice for delivering 

video assets on mobile and 

to tease the audience before 

the anticipated event 

CONTACT SALES@MOBKOI.COM OR YOUR LOCAL MOBKOI REP FOR MORE INFORMATION.

BLACK FRIDAY & CYBER MONDAY 2022

Black Friday and Cyber Monday are key dates for advertisers to promote holiday 

sales and discounts. These sales are mostly done online, so driving target 
consumers to the correct and most relevant URLs is important. Timing is key, both 

in the short build up to create excitement and during the narrow window of 

opportunity once the events start.

This is also the time of the year when the use of mobile nearly doubles, making 
Black Friday a MOBILE SHOPPING EVENT. 

BY PARTNERING WITH MOBKOI, YOU CAN:

▪ Cut through an overpopulated marketplace, with polite, high-impact and full-screen 

ads – offering maximum share of screen and endless innovation opportunities.  

▪ Access guaranteed, contextually relevant media placements at scale.

▪ Ensure the highest levels of brand safety and performance with granular reporting 

and full site list transparency. 

In 2021, 73% of E-

commerce sales 

were made on 

mobile devices. 

Statista, 2022

TECHNOLOGY VERTICAL

0.2-0.5%

CLICK THROUGH RATE

0.3-0.6%

ENGAGEMENT RATE

DAILY UPDATES ENSURE YOUR AD STAYS RELEVANT

BEGINNING OF 

CAMPAIGN
FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY

mailto:sales@mobkoi.com

